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Leftwich, Troy

From: Robert Portanova <novaport88@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2022 6:41 PM
To: Leftwich, Troy; Butler, Patrick; Anderson, Casey; MCP-Chair; amy.presley@mncppc-mc.org; 

carlton.gilbert@mncppc-mc.org; catherine.conlon@mncppc-mc.org; bridget.cantwell@mncppc-
mc.org; Ludwig, Doug; Carole Bergmann; Mobayeni, Henry; Olson, Shannon; Eatmon, Jake; Sorrento, 
Christina; jayne.hench@mncppc-mc.org; joyce.garcia@mncppc-mc.org; Nelson, Katherine; Butler, 
Lisa; marye.wells-harley@mncppc.org; mcp-cr@mncppc-mc.org; Dreyfuss, Norman

Cc: slakefpe@aol.com; dave@lechnersonline.com; Edna Miller; Tim Goodfellow; Ken Bawer; 'V G'
Subject: Bloom in MV - Planning Board Hearing - Public Response
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[EXTERNAL EMAIL] Exercise caution when opening attachments, clicking links, or responding. 

I received you self mailer for public input of the request by the developer to increase the number of 
homes for this project. 

Please record my response for public hearing on the travesty called Bloom in MV and STOP ALL 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT  !!! 

This project was corrupt, non-transparent, deceitful and environmentally criminal - and ALL of you 
allowed it to happen.  Allowing all of the (7) ponds to be drained and filled in, allowing all trees on the 
property to be clear cut - over 900 established large pine trees and other varieties - a complete 
leveling down to bare dirt. 

This is a stain our each and every one of your souls - a permanent scar. 

This environmental Holocaust decimated a lush, heavily wooded 170 acre natural wildlife preserve, 
clear cutting, demolishing, burying, compacting, stripping and annihilating every inch of life - you have 
created a sterile, lifeless, treeless, toxic dirt moonscape. 

It is sickening to see this unfold - from the start we pleaded, begged, kissed your asses, left our jobs 
early to drive to Silver Spring, attend meetings at all hours and days during the week - and you sat 
there, listened and ignored us. 

Each of you are criminals and need to be tried in an Environmental Court for crimes against nature. 

R Portanova 
Green Coalition MV 
novaport88@yahoo.com 
301-990-4881
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